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A DIRECT SOLUTION OF THE
ROBIN INVERSE PROBLEM
\<VEIFU FANG AND SUXING ZENG
Crm1municatfl<l hy Yuflsheng Xu

A RSTRACT. \Vfl pre.qent a. <lirect, linear hc,uncla.ry integral
equation method for the inverse problern of recovering the
Robin coefficient from a single partial boundary meru;urement
of the solution to the Laplace equation.

Let. n be a smooth bounded domain in R 2 with
boundary an - r. Consider the Robin boundary value problem for
t.he Laplace equation:
1. Introduction.
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Here p = p(.r) with support r, c l" is the Robin coefficient, and
g = g(x) is a prescribed input function, both of which are nonnegative functions on l" and have nonempty supports, usually disjoint.
Then the Robin inverse problem is as follows. Given U = ·u0 on
fo c r with fo rl f1 = e, lind the Robin coefficient p on f1. This
problem originates from the quantitative study of many nondestructive
testing techniques, ·where certain material property modeled by p on
an inaccessible portion I\ of the boundary is to be recovered from
a measurement u 0 of the solution U on an accessible part [ 0 of the
boundary. Applications of such include evaluation of metal-to-silicon
contact quality in semiconductor transistors (e.g. [lOJ) and corrosion
damage detection (e.g. [5~ 6]).

'l'here have been some theoretical and numerical studies for this
inverse problem, most of ·which are based on the PDE model (e.g.
Ke·y-words and phra-ses.
Robin inverse problem. boundary integral equation,
Tikhonov regularization
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[3, 5]). Because the equation is Laplacian and both the unknown
coefficient p and data measurement u 0 are on the boundary, it is
natural to formulate this boundary value problem (1.1) as an integral
equation on l'. 'This approach was adopted in [4, 9J, and used to
study numerically the inverse problem. \Vhile inverse problems are

usually nonlinear and most solution methods arc iterative, [9J proposed
a linear integral equation approach to the Robin inverse problem, based

on the introduction of a new variable. In this paper, we continue on
this approach and present a more direct, much simpler method for
recovering the Robin coefficient. Numerical examples will be presented

to illustrate the effectiveness of this simple yet competitive method.
Because of its simplicity, it can also be used to provide a quick, quality

initial guess for more computationally-cxpensi ve iterative algorithms.
2. Formulation by Boundary Integral Equations. \Ve assume
that p c L""(f) and g c L 2 (f). A weak solution to (1.1) is dclincd as
U E H 1 (0) satisfying

(2.1)

( . 'VU · \7¢> dx

Jn

+

lp[J¢ ds =

lr·

{' g¢ ds

},.

for all ¢ c H 1 (n).

'The unique existence of such weak solutions can be established by LaxMilgram Theorem with the help of the trace theorem and a Poincare-

type inequality.
Let <P - <I>(:r, y) stand for the fundamental solution for the Laplacian
in R 2 :
.rt)(
.. 1
1
,,~:r. , y) ..... 271" ln l:r- Yl for :r. i y.
By the third Green identify and jump relations for single and doublelayer potentials ([11]), we lind that the trace of U c H 1 (D) on f,
denoted by u E H 1 12 (r'), satisfies the boundary integral equation:

ln operator form, (2.2) can be written as

(2.:3)

(~I+'D) n+S(pu) =

Sg,
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with the single and double-layer potential operators dclined by

(Su)(x) = {' <P(x,-y) u(y) dsy

lr·

.

.

(Du)(x) =

/' {)<f>i:r.,y) '
.' · ·uly) dsy

. r·

and
for

XC

f.

dv!f

Note that the operators have the follmving mapping properties (e.g.
[1.1]): S: H 1 / 2 (f) <t H 1 / 2 (f) and V: H 1 / 2 (f) } H 1 / 2 (f).

Similar to the Neumann problem, the Robin problem has a necessary
condition for its solution, as stated in the following lemma.
If u(x) E L 2 (f) satisfies the integral equation (2.2),

Lemma 2.1.

then

l p(x)u(x) ds~, = rg(x) ds:,;.
lr·
lr·

Proof. From (2.2) we have (~I+ V}u = S(g ···· p·u). Let. D' denote
the dual of D (see (2.8) below). For?.;) E iV(~l + V'), we have

\ (~I+ D)

u, '(/.) = (S(g ···· pu), '(/.1).

Here {·, ·) denotes the usual L 2 inner product on f.
N(ti + D'), the left side above is 0, thus we obtain

(2.4)

(S(g-pu),tp)=O,

1.e.

Since 4~ E

(g-pn,S?.;))=O

since 4>(x, y) = <f>(y, x). Note that, for such?.;\ the single-layer potential
·v(:c) = (S·1,b)(x) is a solution of the homogeneous interior Neumann
problem in n. By uniqueness, v(.:r:) is a constant. Hence from (2.4) we
see that (g- p-u, 1) = .f~{g(:c)- p(x)u(:c)}ds~, = 0.
o
Now suppose n(x) E H 1 12 (l') solves the integral equation (2.2). \Vith
this u, \Ye construct a solution to (1.1) as follows. Define

(2.5)

U(x)

=
-

l <P(x, y) g(:r.;) ds 11
fr·

i(
r

o<P(x,u)
( ':h(
·)
. ) d
.
. +P\Y)'±'\X,y)
-u(y.
Sy,
Ol/y
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Then lJ(x) is harmonic in R 2 \ TI and n respectively, and U c H 1 (n)
and U E II 1 (0,. \D) for large enough T (0,. denotes the disk centered
at the origin with radius r) ([11, Theorem 6.11]). By taking the trace
of u on r from outside (+) and inside (-) of n respectively, and from
(2.2) for u, we find the traces u+ and u- as:
u+ = S g -

(~I +

1))

2

0

and

'

1

u-=Sg·· (

u - S (pu) =

I+V)u····S(P'u)=u.

From Lemma 2.1, J~. {g(y) ···· p(y}u(y)} dsv = 0, hence, U(x) by (2.5)
can be also expressed as (for some x 11 E 0)

U(:r)- { (1'(;r,y) -1>(:r,:r 11 )){g(y)- p(y)u(y)}dsy

lr

-

1
r

a<P (x,y) . )d
,
u(y, Sy,
ovy

from which we see that U (:r.) is bounded in R 2 \, IT. Hence U (x) is
harmonic and bounded in R 2 \ IT with u+ = 0 on r. Then by the
uniqueness of the exterior Dirichlet problem, we conclude that U (-r.) = 0
in R 2 \ '0, thus {]U/ {]z/"' - 0 on r. Therefore. from the jump relations
of the normal derivatives of single and double-layer potentials, we lind
from (2.5) that

au

-.-

01/

- g - p·u

Oil

f,

and therefore (Jijfi_Jv- = g- pu-. That is, 1/(:x:) given in (2..:'i) on n is
indeed the II 1 (0) solution to (1.1). Therefore, we have established the
following equivalence result.

Theorem 2.2.

The boundary value problem (1.1) and the intcgml

equ.ation (2.2) are eqnivalenf-

The integral equation (2.2) is formulated directly for the trace of the
solution U to (1.1). We can also find the solution U to (1.1) as a
single-layer potential
(2.G)

U(x) = ( <P(:c.y) rp(y)dsy,

Jr,

X

En.
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when the density function :p on r solves the integral equation
(2.7)

1 . ,
-. 'Pl·T)
2

+

1

{]<l>(x,y) 1 ,
r{\Y) dsy
0 Vx
r

1

+ p(.r.)

<t>(.r.,y) rp(y) dsy = g(.r.),

.r. E

r.

r

In operator form, (2. 7) becomes

(~I+ V') :p + p · S<p -

g,

·where the dual operator D' of 1J is given by

(2.8)

, .. .

(D rp)lx)

{ cN>(.r., v)

=Jr.

{]v,

)
'P(l.J ds 11 ,

x C [,

We note that. in f2] this formulation (2.6, 2. 7) is used for the study
of completion of Cauchy data for the Laplacian. In the following, we
will use (2.2) for the analysis and direct solution of the inverse problem
of finding p, while we will usc (2.6, 2.7) to generate synthetic data ·u0
with the addition of random noise for the numerical examples.
3. A Direct Linear 1\!Iethod for the Inverse Problem. ln this
section we present a direct solution method for the inverse problem of
recovering the coefficient. function p(x) on r 1 from a single boundary
meaHurement ·u11 of -u on f 11 •
Similar t.o [9], we introduce a new variable:
(a. I)

v(x)- p(:r)u(x).

The support of v is contained in
linear in both n and 1!:

r 1.

Then equation (2.3) becomes

(~:r +D) n+S

1 1!

=

Sg,

-..vhere (Slv)(:r) = .f~, it!(:r:.y)v(y)dsy for X E r. Denote the restriction
operator from r to [ 0 by 'R0 : L 2 (f) --> L 2 (f0 ). That is, ('R0 -u) (:r:) =
u(x) for x c f 0 . Then the measurement. of u on f 0 can be expressed as

(:LJ)
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We cast the inverse problem as a direct problem of finding p from
(a.l)-(:J.a). Since -u on the other part of the boundary is unknown, we
will view (3.2)-(3.3) as a system t.o lind both ·u on r and ·v on r 1 . \Ve
write them as a system of operator equations:

Here 0 denotes the zero operator from L 2 (f 1 ) t.o L 2 (f 0 ). Once u on r
and 1J on I' 1 are found from (:3.4), we can use the simple relation (:3.1)
to find the Robin coefficient p on f 1 .
1'he system (:3.4) is a linear system for 11i = (n,1J)"', but is ill-posed.
We will apply the classical Tikhonov regularization method to address

the ill-posedness. First. we establish the
and the denseness of its range.

n~jectivity

of the operator A

·1·'o.)
Theorem •3 . 1 . ·1'h.e operator.4 : t"2 1T'')
, .. x J·''(r'
~~ _- 1 ) ---+ r''(r'·
,- _- ) x t"2 lis injective. Furthermore, if the operator S is injective, then A has
dense range.

From the first equation, we see that n is the boundary value of
the harmonic function in r:l (also denoted by -u for simplicity) -..vith
Neumann boundary condition au/ OIJ = 0, where 0 denotes the zero
extension of v on 1'1 to the entire r. In particular, fJn/ fJv =- 0 on I'0
since f 1 ~, f 0 =D. But the second equation above also gives u = 0 on
1"'0 . Hence, by Holmgren's uniqueness theorem, n =- 0, and consequently
·v = 0. Therefore w = 0 and A is injective.

To show that. A has dense range, we prove that. A' is
follows. Note that

1

A' - i' 2 'T
L + V'
.

-,

s~

n~jective

as

R'·o J

o'

where R~ : /}(1"0 )---+ L 2 (l') is the 7-ero extension operator from 1"'0 to
f, s; : L 2 (r)--> L 2 (f 1 ) isS restricted to f 1 , and O': L 2 (f0 )--> L 2 (f 1 )
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is the zero operator. If A'z = 0 for some::=(~, r1)T c £ 2 (f) x L 2 (f0 ),
then
I

-~
2

+ V f.. + R( 1r1 = 0 and S, ~ = 0.
I

I

I

From the first equation, the single-layer potential u = s~ on 0 is the
solution t.o the Nuemann bomldary value problem with a·u/ 01/ = RS·r;.
In particular, {]u/ av - 0 on f 1 . The second equation above also gives
u = 0 on f 1 . Hence, by Holmgren's theorem again, we lind that. ·u = 0
and thus ~ = 0 since S is injective; consequently 77 = 0. 'Therefore
::; = (~. ·q)T = 0 and A' is injective. Thus A has dense range.
o

Remark a.2. The injectivity of S depends on the domain 0. One
sufficient condition is based on the "transfinite diameter" of n [12],
while another requires that there be .r0 E n such that x - x 0 ~ i 1 for
all X E n [7, Theorem 3.16]. The unit disk is an example where s has
a nontrivial nullspace containing all constant functions.
Nmv we apply the classical Tikhonov method to find a stable approximate solution ·we. to Aw = J, i.e. we, solves the regularized system

(a.5)

-aHw +A' Aw - A' f.

-..vhere we choose the regularization operator H as 'f{w = (D~u. D6·v)T

(D; is the second derivative operator with periodic boundary conclition, while D5 is the second derivative operator with 7-ero boundary
conditions). The positive constant a is the regularization parameter.
'l'his regulari7-ed solution can also be viewed as the minimizer of the
Tikhonov functional (quadratic) that consists of a data fidelity term
and a regularization term [7, 8].
From (2.1) it can be easily shown that the solution U E H 1 (D) is
non-negative on 0 (by setting 6 = min{U, 0} and using the coercivity
of the associated biiinear form), and, if the solution is more regular,
classical ma..'l:imum principles can be applied to yield positivity of ·u
on any compact. subset of r 1 [3]. Hence, in such situations, it may
be valid to solve p from the relation (::L l) by simple division: p(.r) =
v(:r) / u(x). However. when solving 'Wn from (:t5), the component Un
is not gwtranteed to be positive, hence we must exercise care when
computing p from this relation. Based on a Tikhonov regularization
consideration for the possibly ill-posed problem of solving p from
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p(x)·u(x) = v(x), we lind an approximate solutionp<,,p(x) for t.he Robin
coefficient p(x) as
. .

(a. G)

v,!(x)u;t(x)

Pa,B(:rJ= "' +I+'.,).''
).l

~1/.n

l-T) ~

:r:Ef1,

for some small _{J > 0, where ·v+ = ma..'C{v. 0} denotes the non-negative

part of a function v. In nearly all of our numerical examples, u<, (x)
is indeed positive and we are able to set /3 to 0. 'There are other

regularization methods for this problem, a common one being t.o express
pin terms of appropriate basis functions such as B-splines ([2, 4]).
\Ve remark that this direct method is much simpler than the least
squares method presented in [9]. The least. squares formulation there
was applied only to equation (::L3) for v after solving n in terms of 1!
from (3.2) with extra care to deal with the fact that. ~I + D has a
one-dimensional nullspace. Moreover, although it was v that was to
be solved, regularization in the form of u \Vas needed. Thus it was
necessary there to compute t.he inverse operator/matrh t.o represent u
in terms of 1!. On the contrary, here our method (3..:'i) is for a larger
system for (u, v) in a much more direct. fashion, and the regularization
is applied to the system to address the combined ill-posedness in the
equations.
4. Numerical Examples. On the boundary 1", we use a regular
1-periodic parametrization with counterclockwise orientation

:r(t) = (xl(t),xz(t)),
where x, (t), .r.2(t) E
x

0 _::: t _::: 1,

c;[o, lJ and !.r.'(tr > 0 for 0 < t <

= (x 1 ,x2 ), we denote

xJ..

= (x 2 , xt). \Ve also set. ·u(t)

l.

For

= ·u(x(t))

for simplicity. Then the integral operators in (2.2) and (2. 7) can be
expressed explicitly in terms of their kernels as

(Sn)(t) =

j

·l

K8 (t, s) n(s) ds
0

- '
x'(sr
1
with /\ 8 lt, s) = - - l n
,
· '
211'
x(t)- :r:(s)i
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·1

(Dn)(t) = / I\",(t, s) n(s) ds
.o

2_
. x'(')lx(t
j_
...-· ·)(x(t) ···)· '·-~(s)), .t /- s,
2n
···· x(s

_
.....

with K,(t, s)

{

l :r.'(t)! ..r."(t)
I , ... ,2 '
4-

"

.r. ltr

1

,
_ /'
1
,D n)(t) .....

.,.

-.

J\clt,s) n(sJ ds

f.=s,
.-.
., 1
_
• •
l:r'(s)l
With /\c,t,s)
····· A,ls,t) l"' l_t)l

. 0

c(; \

•

for 0 S: t, s S: 1. The kernel K 8 is weakly singular while Kc and K:, are
continuous. The two boundary integral equations (2.2) and (2.7) then
become
1

(4.1) 2'u(t)+

. - - - . Jo(
Jot {K"(t.s)+p(sJK,,(t.sJ}-u(s)ds-

.

IC(t,s)g(s)ds

and
(4.2)

-1 :p(t)
2

+

/ol {I((t, s) + p(t)Ka (t , s)} :p(s) ds = g(t) ,

.o

respectively, for 0 ::; l ::; L 'Vhen using formulation ( 4.2), we obtain u
from ;p by
·1

(4.;J)

u(t) = /

lo

K 8 (t, s) :p(s) ds.

We employ the Nystrom's method with trigonometric interpolation.
The singularity in K . ( t, s) can be rearranged as
ln lx(t)- .r.(s)~ =In (21 sin(n(t- s))l) + K 0 (t,s)

with continuous kernel
ln

1-r.(t) - .r.(s)l
. .
.

f\"o(t.s) =
2lsi.nl~<.lt-s))l'
{ lnlx'(t)l,
.
211'

f. ::f. s

t=s
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so that. integrals involving this singularity can be dealt. with by exact integration. For detailed description and anlysis of this numerical
method, we refer to [8, Chapter 12]. We note that. t.hls is one of many
existing well-established numerical methods for integral equations of
second kind (e.g. [1, 8]); it serves our purpose for the initial investigation of solution method for the inverse problem, and if it becomes
necessary in future study or for specific problems in app'lication, we can
easily adopt other numerical methods suitable for more specific need.
F<Jr the sake of simplicity, in our examples below, we take n as the
elliptic region bounded by :c~ / a 2 + x~/b 2 = 1 ·with (a, b) = (1, 0.2). The

ellipse has the standard parametrization

x = x(l) = (acos(27rl),bsin(27rt)),

0 :S t :S 1.

\Ve set the function g(t) as

g(t) = I for t E [0.4, 0.6]
1'he two segments

rl

r,

and

g(t) = 0 elsewhere.

and 1"'0 are chosen as

= {x(t): t c [0.1,0.4]}

and

fo = {x(t): l c [0.6,0.9]}

Discretization mesh size is set to h = 1/ 200 for solving the system
(:3.4). 'To generate the synthetic data no on 1'11 , we use the other
formulation (2.G)-(2. 7) -..vith mesh size h/2. and add to it uniformly
distributed random noise of noise level I) (relative to the £ 2-norm of
data n 11 ). The recovered Robin coefficient p from (:L5)-(3.G) depends
on the specific realization of the added random noise in the data. In
order to provide a better illustration as to how different noise levels
in the measurement affect the overall quality of the recovered p, we
present results of several recovered Robin coefficient. p together in each
plot in Figure 4.1 from several sets of synthetic data within the same
noise level but. with different realizations of the random noise. The
regulari:r.ation parameter o: is chosen by eXJ:'eriments. As can be seen,
for smaller noise level, the method is capable of recovering the Robin
coefficient very well. In Figme 4.2 we present several recovered p for
different profiles of true p, again from several sets of data with same
noise level in each graph.
We further remark on results of our direct method in comparison
with the results from methods presented in [9] by similar integral
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equation formulations. The result.s by OUT direct method here are
slightly better in general than the direct least-squares method by [9j;
the main dillerence in implementation between t.he two methods is
the si7-e of linear systems involved: 'The system (::L5) is twice the
size of the equation for a single u or ·v as in [9]. The iterative
quadratic programming method by [9] is more robust and produces
better results in general. However, it is worth noting that our direct
method here is far more economical computationally, yet it is capable
of producing results of comparable quality, noticeably in cases with
simpler profiles (e.g. FigUTe 4.1 here versus [9, FigUTe 4]). Because of
it.s simple and economical nat.UTe, OUT direct. method here in general
can provide a quick quality initial guess for iterative methods that are
computationally more intensive, such as the quadratic programming
method or methods from the PIJE approach.
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